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About Cynergy Composites Inc. 
Cynergy Composites Inc. is a world leader in composite com-
ponent development. The customer base of Cynergy Compos-
ites includes the elite drag racing teams and the progressive 
leaders in the industrial composites applications. Since 2001, 
Cynergy Composites has been a world leader in composite mo-
torsports racecar body manufacturing with many team wins in 
the highly competitive ADRL league. Cynergy Composites will 
develop patterns, hi-temp tooling and difficult desired composite 
layouts with proficiency. The physical attributes of the structural 
tubing used by Cynergy Composites comes from unique 
design for stiffness stemming from high strength, lightweight 
core cap-tured between inner and outer carbon fiber 
composite shells. 

What we do for Cynergy Composites 
Performance Plus handles the importing of fiberglass body pieces from Canada into the United States for Cynergy 
Composites. Cynergy Composites, as a manufacturer, regularly imports automotive body panels into the United 
States and requires assistance with freight rates for getting their products safely to their US consumers, and Perfor-
mance Plus makes this possible on a monthly basis. 

CASE STUDY

Our products are shipped around the world, and we have required the services of many shipping companies 
over the years. Our Operations Director, Sue Tuckey, reports to me that she has never had the high level of sat-

isfaction that she experiences with Performance Plus. Ms. Tuckey’s mandate is to secure shipping companies 
that can provide the peace of mind transportation for our products at a price that is reasonable. Sue has been 
very pleased with the professional and dedicated measures that have been consistently demonstrated by the 
representatives at Performance Plus. In the event that our client representative is unavailable, we are forwarded 
to another rep to handle our account activity immediately. Customers demand quick turn-around of our products 
and we need to align ourselves with organizations that share our commitment and demonstrate a willingness to 
be an industry leader by exercising these standards consistently; we are very pleased to say that we have found 
that industry partner in Performance Plus. It would be our pleasure to continue to benefit from the world class 
service from Performance Plus. 
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